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Greetings!

I once again had the pleasure to speak to our WH contact this evening. He was very generous with his time, as always, his responsibilities and charges notwithstanding. He took some time to answer some questions, and a summary of those answers will follow.

First, some introductory remarks.

I apologize for not closing the last thread and moving on faster. With over 600 comments, it was a real effort to moderate. I thank you all for largely conducting yourselves in an adult manner. Please continue to do so and set a good example to the world-wide readership, which includes some very key people, including 80 law firms and some 1200-1500 people working on things for which you all have an interest in.

In earlier times we spent a lot of our resources taking various “intel providers” and “awareness bloggers” to task for their shoddy work in announcing “deliveries and RV’s” when no such things had occurred, and for making outlandish, unsubstantiated claims about the potential rates of anticipated revaluations of two currencies, with amazing alacrity. Our reasons were simple – we wanted people to have the truth about these activities since so many of you are staking your future on them. For too long, people have been making decisions on less than substantiated knowledge of just what they should realistically expect. Well, we have compiled what we feel is a pretty solid collection of data from those in the trenches and it has been our pleasure to bring this information to you, when possible.

Of course, not everything that is known is shared. The sensitive nature of this event is such that this blog is carefully watched by some pretty powerful groups which I do not need to name. As such, please remember this, and do not think that we are lax with our questions since not everything you want to know can be asked, and further, not everything you want to ask, is known. Those of you who are staking your future on events we are monitoring would not appreciate if we posted something that created ripples across the Internet and caused needless work for those working on this matter, or cause delays. Good heavens! I would promptly drive to the nearest Benihana’s and pay one of their chef’s to effect ritual seppuku on me, rather than cause delays because of irresponsible behavior with this effort to inform. Such has inadvertently happened once. It must never, never happen again.

We call this association an “auxiliary” for a reason. This separates us from the front line troops working on what has been described as the largest financial transaction in the history of the word. I sometimes indulge my passion for Roman History by reading accounts of auxiliary troops being called up to the front lines when they were in danger of faltering. Auxiliaries were often times non-citizens, and such a distinction then, as now, is important to understand since we are not White Hats, and are not on the front lines. The front lines are manned by exceptional people with the talents, skills and resources to complete their tasks. For that, we owe them our respect and to be responsible with what we are allowed to know at this time. They will never have to call us up to plug holes in the lines, and thank goodness for that, since many, if not all of us, do not possess credentials to work at such extreme levels of international finance and law.
With the foregoing in mind, I will proceed.

1) Are we are still on for 2014?
This evening, I was not told otherwise at any point in our conversation. Keep that in mind as the next item is made clear.

2) Is the following, issued by the IMF, tied in with the World Global Settlements, and indicative of a delay into 2015?
“We deeply regret that the IMF quota and governance reforms agreed to in 2010 have not yet become effective and that the 15th General Review of Quotas was not completed by January 2014.”

“In April, we will take stock of progress towards…completing the 15th General Review of Quotas by January 2015.”
From the Communiqué – Meeting of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors, Sydney, 22-23 February 2014
The answer to the forgoing concern is that the statement issued by the IMF is not related to/indicative of WGS progress. It is an altogether separate matter. Keep this in mind as other bloggers continue to update you with respect to IMF/World Bank maneuvering and descriptions of currency resets set against a perceived relationship to IMF quotas regulations.

3) What are the 17 other currencies set to re-value along with the USD, Iraqi Dinar and the Dong?
Such information is not known, and won’t be made available. Beware of any blog that lists such currencies, and do NOT assume they will be correct. Remember, currency speculation is very, very high risk business. That is no different for those with dinar and dong. More on this later.

4) Does the recent acquisition by Washington Federal of several B of A branches have anything to do with the WGS/GCR?
The answer is, no. Just what such purchases signify, if anything separate from the purchases itself, is not entirely known.

5) Is this business in the Ukraine some kind of mysterious maneuver to signal some kind of event related to the WGS/GCR?
The answer is, and I quote: “It’s just a fart in the wind”. In other words, it is completely dwarfed by the events that are to come once the WGS/GCR is set loose.

6) What is the lower range of a possible dinar rate?
It was given as $1.00. It could possibly come in at $1.00 to no higher than $3.50. Take note. That is an estimate. Nobody knows, not even those in the trenches, what the rate will be on day one. This means it could be lower than even the lower estimate. Please, remember: Just cash in. Do NOT wait for a higher rate the next day. Act quickly.

7) This leads us to comments from “john” at OWoN blog, which you are all asking about. This is not an easy task to clarify since it will require some reality adjustments for many of the dinar buyers who have been cast under the spell of many dinar Svengali who speak of $32 rates and million dollar paydays for all. You must NOT be swayed by such persons who might beguile you into rash actions such as cashing in junior’s college money or selling your gold fillings for more dinar.
John has a very direct and blunt style of writing that rubs many the wrong way. He is described as a good person, with impressive credentials and is not in the business of misleading or spreading false information. His recent comments were as follows:
Now, to help a few of you re first the Dongs and some Dinars etc.

The major Private Deal is approved and ready to go BUT, because it has overlapping impacts on the RV’s, EVERYTHING is being delayed on RV releases and strategies.

So, tough as it is for many, it means waiting time. More time, more stress, but its moving. When- Who knows? Who cares? Its a Free Lunch!

Neither Dongs nor Dinars owe anyone a Dime! Its All this IS unplanned and UNEARNED INCOME!!, Its NOT a Windfall or a Blessing. Such mind boggling stupidity from such Cretins is sad. Its a gamble and GOOD LUCK,but stop whining about my RIGHTS, like the world owes you? Its just a Gamble.You win some, you lose some.

The world owes no one anything. Lives wasted saving nothing left the Chumps with nothing. Selection of the species. No Rainy Day Money sorts the Smart from the Losers.

Some will get a major boost, but not all. Enough, Just hope your one. We see enough of some parties forever blogging about their rights and how the system is stopping them. What crap! Funny how America was built on No Welfare. As was Europe. Workers work, and work it out. Wasters whinge, its never them. Easy come will still become easy go for many even after being paid.The ones I feel for are those in genuine need who never did get a break. They deserve it most. We need to give their kids a chance. Start by educating the kids. Infrastructure and re thinking communities. Help the sick and old, and create sustainable jobs for the willing workers. Then waste the wasters! Welfare WILL end! Sooner than you think. With a bang! In the UK your out Butt first after a finite Welfare period. You get money with a bridge of help only for months, but not Welfare as income for life. And we are making it tougher. Whats coming will sort them. People have no idea what tracking. The Global gravy train is ending. For the won’t work crowd life on the streets will sort them.

For the lucky ones, hang onto it tight. It will be all you have for many Beneficiaries. Again, PLEASE do nothing after cashing but place it safe and wait. Think out your new moves with care. Don’t let Losers or Cling On’s near you!

For some it IS coming,but for many not. At least some will get through. It takes what it takes. There will NOT be a mass handout for all. It will be selective. Vast overprinting will not get bailed. Nor should it. Money is, and will be- finite! But for some, Yes, its now coming. We can say no more. Nor will we elaborate. You gamble, YOU do the leg work.

Now, just what is he saying here? In his own well-meaning, yet semi-gauche way, he is saying: CASH IN QUICKLY, because not all of you will get what you may think simply because the numbers are not there to sustain $3.50 forever, if even at all. Over-printing of the dinar means that there are too many pigs for the teats. Just what the rate will be is NOT KNOWN, so if that is so, high rate predictions by dinar oracles are by no means assured, no matter what rates they were told by “sources”.

Some of you may say, “But we were told this was going to be a windfall!” Yes, those are the words used to describe what may come. But, again, think it over. One, nobody knows the rates, and, two, if the rate comes in at $.10, it still represents a HUGE move from its present value, yet may render it necessary for many of you to retain your current standard of living because the 1M in dinar you have will not allow you to retire, and after tax, even less so.

Further, if we see a rate of $1.00, it may not stay there long. In fact, it was said that you might consider “getting sick” and leaving your workplace to cash in as soon as you hear about this, if necessary. It’s that critical that you act timely.
Bottom line? John is simply telling you the truth from his perspective, which is accurate. It is the Delphian dinar cult’s that are selling dreams that are not backed up by anything of import, or are engaging in all manner of exaggerations to seem wise or expert. John detests the manner in which the dinar is being sold. People often buy dinar, then join a blog and attend calls to get “intel” where they are fed information from “sources”. It is this process he scorns as it is not based in reality.

Don’t be fooled, and plan your affairs for any rate that may come in. Don’t let greed get the better of you. The “lucky ones” will be those who act fast. Some will get there first and get what the rate is on that day, high or low. Those that delay, well, I don’t need to elaborate on what could await them.

Remember: JUST CASH IN. No matter what is said from now on, by John, or anyone – JUST CASH IN. That is ALL you can do. CASH IT IN.

7) Does the same admonition apply to the Dong?

Yes. Don’t delay.
To close this part of the FC, keep in mind that John holds the false prophets in severe contempt, and he can do so because he lives in rare air and sees the real numbers. We cannot fault him for that, his abrasive reportage notwithstanding. We have also criticized the guru’s and so have the White Hats, yet not as harshly as he does. He is keenly aware of the lives that have been lost in Iraq, on both sides, and sees this for what he feels it is – blood money. Perhaps we should remember that, and when the numbers come in, think of those who were lost, and do some good by supporting any cause you can think of to ease the suffering of those who were caught up in the unfortunate events that began in 2003.

Be smart. JUST CASH IN, and do some good with it.

I know the above stands in stark contrast with the Dinar Lama’s, but there is no easy way to impart a hard truth.
8) Are you aware of Karen Hudes, the BIS whistle-blower, and if so, what can you share about your knowledge of her work?

The answer was: She could be very dangerous to the cabal, and knows what she is saying.

Nothing more was offered with respect to her work.

9) Has the “Hong Kong” meeting happened?

Sorry, but I didn’t bring it up. We were told last time that it was off limits to discuss further, and once I am told such, I will not press the issue. It’s for a good reason.

Read the last sentence in the former paragraph again before you read further.

Lastly, I am planning on contacting another key person in this affair very soon. I hope to bring you more information, if possible and if necessary.

Once again, thank you all, and thanks to our White Hat contact, and all the White Hats and their staff for continuing to work for good on behalf of all nations.

Please continue to be patient as we await what will be the key event of the century.
Dinar RV Swaps – China GoldBacked World Reserve Currency

Stage3Alpha, Okie Oil Man, TNT Tony, etc…
Sat, March 8, 2014
Subject: Dinar RV Swaps Under Way
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Direct Intel from Stage3Alpha Late Friday Afternoon

DIRECT INTEL 5:05 PM EST  Posted by EXOGEN on March 7, 2014 at 5:05pm PER CONVERSATION WITH BOND BROKERS & GLOBAL DEPOSITORY INSTITUTION FACILITATORS, INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS, GLOBAL CLEARING HOUSES, TIER 1 TRADING DESKS, AGENCIES, AND CME CONTACTS, THE WIRE TRANSFERS FOR THE BONDS HAVE STARTED AND THE RATES ON THE IRAQ BONDS IS AT $3.71 AS OF TODAY.

THE IRAQ PRIVATE BOND SALE HAS BEEN COMPLETED, AND THE RATES, TERMS, AND INTEREST IS FIXED, LOCKED AND CAN NOT BE CHANGED OR MANIPULATED VIA SEC GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS, IE FOREX PROBE (GLOBAL CURRENCY MANIPULATION) GLOBAL SYSTEM STABILIZATION & SECURITY IN CONJUNCTION WITH GLOBAL SECURITY AGENCIES AND AUTHORITIES.

ARTICLE 8 WITH IMF IS COMPLETED FOR IRAQ. RATES FOR OTHER EM'S ARE LOCKED AND LIVE TODAY ON BANK SCREENS. GLOBAL INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS NOW HOLD THE BONDS, VIA PRIVATE PLACEMENT AND GLOBAL BOND SALE. ISX, EURONEXT, FOREX, AND ALL GLOBAL EXCHANGES ARE ON HIGH ALERT AND POSITIONED TODAY.

CHINA HAS ALREADY MADE ANNOUNCEMENT TO BECOME A GOLD BACKED GLOBAL RESERVE CURRENCY. BRICS & MINT EM’S ARE LEVERAGED AND POSITIONED, AND ALL GOLD CERTIFICATES IN CONJUNCTION WITH CHINA & OTHER I.I.’S, AND COUNTRIES ARE POSITIONED TODAY.

GLOBAL CURRENCY SWAPS AND CENTRAL BANK LIQUIDITY SWAPS, TO CIRCUMVENT USD ARE IN PROCESS, AS THE PETRO DOLLAR PREPARES TO VANISH AND WORLD & EM’S TRANSITION TO DIRECT OIL PURCHASES VIA DIRECT CURRENCY SWAPS WITH COUNTRY CURRENCY GLOBALLY.

TIER 2 BANKS IN USA ARE POSITIONED, NDA’S HAVE BEEN REVISED AND THERE WILL BE NO HIGH RATES, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF GROUPS WITH EXISTING CONTRACTS. ENVIRONMENT IS NOW CLEARED AND STABILIZED FOR GLOBAL RESET. BONDS WERE FIRST STEP, THEN RV, AND GCR WILL FOLLOW. MULTIPLE BOND CONFIRMATIONS GLOBALLY FROM T1’S, CME, ALL AGENCIES GLOBALLY.

THE PROCESS IS COMPLETED AND 1-800 NUMBERS WILL ONLY BE USED FOR CROWD CONTROL AND ARE NOT MANDATORY. CHINA HAS EXITED PRIVATE DEALS AND WILL BUY IQD FROM TIER 2 BANKS.
THE GLOBAL CURRENCY RESET NEWSLETTER
MARCH 12, 2014

ARBITRAGE CAN BE UTILIZED AND RATE NEGOTIATIONS, PRIVATE GROUP NEGOTIATIONS NOW ON TABLE WITH TIER 2 BANKS AT YOUR EXCHANGE. MCA ACCOUNTS ARE THE KEY TO HOLDING ONTO THE GOLD, AND THE PROCESS IS NOW COMPLETED FOR GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION.

THERE ARE NO DELAYS, AND USA PUBLIC EXCHANGES ARE PROJECTED TO START NEXT WEEK IF ALL GOES AS PLANNED.

USD WILL DEVALUE, AND MCA ACCOUNTS WILL BE DEVALUATION PORTFOLIO LEVERAGE/HEDGE DIVERSIFICATION PROTOCOL. ALL SYSTEM TESTS, INFRASTRUCTURE AND ALGORITHMS ARE NOW SET FOR SYNC, IE HAWAII BANK TIME CLOCKS & GLOBAL EXCHANGES. RATES AND MOVEMENTS ARE LIVE ON EXECUTIVE FOREX SCREENS AND BANK SCREENS TODAY. MAKE SURE YOU VIEW RATES AT EXCHANGE APPOINTMENT. WE WILL BE POSTING UPDATES THAT WE ARE ALLOWED TO DISCLOSE & EXCHANGE STRATEGIES LIVE IN REAL TIME 24/7 ON THE STAGE3ALPHA WEB PORTAL.

3-7-2014 Intel Guru OKIEOILMAN…LAST THURSDAY I ANNOUNCED I HAD LANDED…SINCE THAT TIME THE BANKS HAVE HAD IN POSSESSION OUR "NUMBERS" AWAITING THE ACTIVATION CODE TO BE ISSUED BY THE U.S.T….TIMING IS EVERYTHING AND WE WAIT THAT BASED ON VERY MINOR ISSUES THAT SEEM TO ARISE DAILY AND IS RECTIFIED DAILY…HAVING RECEIVED GOOD INFORMATION IN TODAY THERE IS A POSSIBILITY (NOTHING IS FOR SURE) THAT THIS WEEKEND MAY BE OUR TIME….NO ONE HAS CALLED THE TIMING CORRECTLY AND CERTAINLY I ALSO HAVE HAD INFORMATION THAT CHANGED…SUCH A FLUID SITUATION THAT TENDS TO MAKE ONE UNAWARE OF THE SUBSTANCE AND CORRECTNESS OF THE INFORMATION FURNISHED FROM HIGH UP AUTHORITIES…


3-7-2014 Newshound Guru tlm724 Appears to me that Iraq is actually putting its best foot forward as far as making things happen for the accession to go forward. IMO once again, I stand behind what I have said recently. Iraq is positioning itself for a big move and becoming a full member of the WTO is right around the corner!

3-7-2014 Intel Guru TNT Tony I talked to everybody this morning on both sides of ocean, several countries. Everybody is satisfied. Iraq, Maliki is happy. There are no issues with the UST, they have released it. They're not the ones holding it up. We are being told that we are waiting for something at IMF. We expected it last night and we are waiting for it…it can go at any minute, any hour, any day, whenever IMF is satisfied, it is on them. Everything is done. The are taking care of last minute stuff. Call centers are in, currency exchange centers went in at 10AM EST and the 800 #'s are released to the banks but they have been instructed to hold until publicly announced. Forex need NOT be open, we were told they don't care what time it is, when they say go, it goes. We're just waiting for big announcement.
3-7-2014 Newshound Guru Stryker  Article Quote: "the visit is to inform the religious authorities in Najaf that the policy followed by the al-Maliki against the Kurdistan Regional policy is 'wrong.'" It is about time that Maliki's own religious groups understand and shares their thoughts about Maliki and the lack of leadership he has given to the Iraqi people. These are the things that can turn the table on Maliki and put pressure on him to stop holding up the currency reform through political posturing.

3-7-2014 Intel Guru TerryK Articles: "Barzani Baghdad implicitly threatens the separation of Kurdistan March 7th, 2014 BAGHDAD" "Hundreds demonstrate in Maysan to demand the passage of the general budget" WHAT THIS MEANS IS IF THEY DON'T RV THE CURRENCY LIKE NOW WE WILL HAVE TO SEND FORCES BACK TO IRAQ AND THIS MEANS IF THAT HAPPENS THEY WILL HAVE CIVIL WAR IN IRAQ. WAS ON A CALL TELLING ME THAT NO THERE IS NOT A RV LAST NIGHT BUT TO HANG ONTO MY BRITCHES AND HAVE MY SHOES NEXT TO THE DOOR.

3-7-2014 Intel Guru Jester THE PROBLEM WITH THE IMF IS SIMPLE...THE WHOLE WORLD COULD LIKE TO PASS SOMETHING AND IF THE US DOES NOT LIKE TO THEN IT IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN...THEY HAVE 17% OF THE SDR'S [SPECIAL DRAWING RIGHTS] AND IT TAKES AN 85% MAJORITY IN THE IMF TO DO ANYTHING.

3-7-2014 Newshound Guru Tlar Article: "The year 2014 will see the deletion of zeros from the Iraqi currency, to be done in coordination with the CBI" this article is the best article in quite a while. It confirms many things for our investment. The first is it confirms no lop, it confirms it will happen this year 2014, it confirms, they will change the exchange rate itself, it confirms a dinar is a dinar (every note will be good and every denomination will be good), it confirms both currencies will be in use until all the old notes are collected, it confirms this will be an RV and not a float by this statement (the process of deletion of zeros will be provided by the new currency) meaning the currency will be issued at the same time they delete the zeros.

3-7-2014 Newshound Guru Med [will we see the revalue this year?] IF THEY WERE TO DO SO IT WOULD BE 4TH QTR OR LATE 3RD BUT IT IS DEPENDENT ON SEVERAL CHANGES. ONE IS PARLIAMENT AND TWO IS PRIME MINISTER. BUT POWER HAS TO BE TAKEN AWAY FROM THE CURRENT MAJORITY…. I THINK THAT SERIOUS MOVEMENT FOR A FREE MARKET ECONOMY HAS TO BE DISCUSSED BUT REMEMBER THIS ALSO MEANS THAT THE GOVT CONTROLLED OIL INDUSTRY HAS TO BE GIVEN UP AND MOST OF THE REVENUES RIGHT NOW GO SUPPORT THAT MASSIVE OVER STAFFED GOVT…

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Aggiedad77 Article: "Maliki: We will act even if the budget did not recognize .. I call to suspend the parliamentary sessions!" Najafi you have made the big boss mad by not having the budget on the agenda yesterday as he asked you to do….what is the result….he's taking control of 2014 budget money and is going to start project implementation….he has the unanimous support of the COM in doing this and believes it is constitutionally legal….at the same time he is calling for an indefinite boycotting of Parliament….he points a finger directly at Najafi and blames him and others for conspiring to make the state fail….Maliki is pulling out all stops in his attempt to smear Najafi before the elections….attempting to turn the entire Parliament against him….Najafi wants the nomination for President of the Republic a position now held by Kurd Talabani.

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru wmawhite I used to get excited over intel/rumors …not any more….today, I am happy and take comfort knowing that this is nearing its end because they, Iraq, CBI/GOI are telling us so. a couple of weeks ago
when the CBI announced it's move into an Open Market Operation in conformance with the IMF…this investment, IMO, moved from speculation (IMO) into a much more conventional investment believing that the CBI/GOI are now going to do exactly what we as investors have always believed it would do.  

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru wmawhite  we need to remember that it is the CBI that will change the value of the IQD…not Parliament.  Iraq has more gold as reserves than most countries do…some estimated at over $80 billion, plus $84 billion in cash reserves…the bottom line is that their true value of the IQD is NOT 1166. They are prepared to change that now and they have told so too.  

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Kaperoni  Article:  "Is the process will delete the zeros of the Iraqi currency to stop rigged?!"  All I can say is WOW! This is exactly what Dr. Bakri said in his report…This article is correct that changing the currency in itself does not raise the value, but as the IMF stated "Balassa-Samuelson effect" meaning as the economy grows so does the exchange rate…in other words its a float! and it will rise based on supply and demand. And we know the new smaller bills could or would not be in circulation until the exchange rate rises.  Quote: "the process ofdeleteion of zeros will be provided by the new currency," In other words, the transition from larger notes to smaller notes "deletes the zeros" and its not a LOP.  

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Millionday they are making sure they are set to move forward with the banking reform finally and that will include the monetary policy. the fact that they are ready for the banks to hit the stock market and the banking to expand to foreign needs and also the growth for the country — is the best as far as we are concerned — huge and the timing is great!!  

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Millionday  Article quote:  "The banks have a significant role in the next phase of Baghdad – the joy of pumice when expanding the limits of development increases the need for a bank more sophisticated and broader service center…”  they are talking about the growth to come in the use of banksand the services — this is time to activate the banking reform  –  which can not be done without — THE REALITY RATE.  

3-6-2014 Intel Guru TerryK  "...do you think the delay for the RV is in Iraq or in USA?" USA.  [So everything is complete and done in Iraq?]  WHAT I HAVE BEEN TOLD YES. WHERE THIS IS STILL AT IS BETWEEN THE UN AND IMF AND THE USA...UST IS THE USA SIDE.  THE UN AND IMF ARE SITTING HARD ON NOT GIVING INTO THE USA / UST UNTIL THE USA RELEASES HOLD OF VOTES TO CONTROL WORLD ACTIVITIES. WHAT I GOT THIS AM CALL IS TODAY LOOKS STRONG. 8.16 IS WHAT I HAVE BEEN TOLD.  [any word on the rumour mill about the Dong at 6.05 sounds outrageous to me?]  MY SOURCE IN COUNTRY IS TELLING ME THEY ARE HOPING TO HIT 2.22 BUT TO BE HONEST CANT SEE IT MORE THAN .25 COMING OUT AND FREE FLOAT.  

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Enorrste  Article:  "Is the process will delete the zeros of the Iraqi currency to stop rigged?!" this article is a confirmation that we are on the right track. There will be a beginning of a free float THIS YEAR, followed by a GRADUAL RISE IN THE VALUE OF THE DINAR which will lead to a GRADUAL REMOVAL OF THE LARGE NOTES as the value of the dinar rises. Our journey is about to bear its fruit, assuming nothing ELSE comes along to derail it!

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Stryker  Article:  "Is the process will delete the zeros of the Iraqi currency to stop rigged?!" Quote: "memory that the currencies of existing and new will work at the same time without reducing the value of any of them until the full absorption currency Current"  This IMO, says that all the currencies will have the same value and neither will be reduced according to this quote. Meaning each dinar no matter old or new will have the same value,
example: Each dinar in a 25,000 dinar note will have the same value as the new 25 dinar note, IF each dinar is equal to $1 USD then the new 25 dinar note will be worth $25.00 USD and the 25,000 dinar note will be worth $25,000 USD.

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Kaperoni The important thing to remember is they need to put all the pieces in place for the market economy before they begin to raise the value. Based on many comments, the value will be market driven…so they do not want to screw it up and have the currency fail. We need to be patient.

3-6-2014 Newshound/Intel Guru BGG 2) Key phrase…"while the value of foreign remittances 134 000 722 thousand dollars and the exchange rate was 1187 dinars per dollar…” – clearly makes the point there were “foreign remittances” – meaning NOT DINAR being remitted to the CBI…using the USD value as a baseline…FOR DINAR. [post 2 of 2]

3-6-2014 Newshound/Intel Guru BGG Article: "CBI records 163 million dollars in sales today" This is a couple of days old…I reposted it to make a couple of points…Recently they have been recording record lows…with 97,000,000 being the lowest in years.1) Key phrase…”He added that the bulletin showed that the number of banks participating in the auction today of 17 banks did not make any of them offers to sell the dollar.” <<< This implies the CBI DID NOT SELL any of the 17 banks USD…meaning they were selling them IQD ONLY. [post 1 of 2....stay tuned]

3-6-2014 Newshound Guru Millionday [...] what...about no WTO ascension for ten years? i have to say that the lack of active membership for 10 years is not what i think at all — i can not imagine with all of the growth they have planned and the 5 year plan in place that they would not be active for ten years. we are in a very good spot and the news gets better everyday — i am excited about where we are and see us not waiting much longer due to the plans they have set for the country and for the globe as well. [...] CBI can revalue the currency at any time to move to a market economy. i agree — at anytime and it is one of the CBI steps and they are in the middle of getting them done one at a time — so one of them is what we are looking for — the change in the rate.

If you haven't already subscribed to the newsletter, please follow this link to sign up: http://globalcurrencyreset.net/subscribe-newsletter/

I strongly recommend checking out this book on amazon.com, here is the link

Stay tuned for more updates!